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ADstract tneater oroauction disintegrates laneuaee
Roderick Cameron

Theater

screeching and yelling her lines like
a lunatic, and suddenly one is dan-
gerously close to psychological inter-
pretation. Rather than abstraction, it
is exaggeration for its own sake. And,
more importantly, some of Mary's
lines are incomprehensible.

Laura Christopherson is outstand-
ing as Mrs. Smith. Her outrageous
acting style is sustained by good
technique. On occasions though, she
overdoes it and approaches self-indulgen- ce.

Her monologue at the
opening of the play, however, is one
of the highlights of the production.

Wayne Covington and Jennifer

sometimes it sneaks in through the
back door. Actors switch from stark
stylization to naturalistic details that
lessen the impact of an otherwise
successful choice, like noise in a
recording.- -

Similarly, the interpretation of the
role of Mary the maid, played by
Jennifer Davis, is not right for this
production. The other characters are
"characterless," almost abstract,
conventionalized in such a way that
they are interchangeable. But then
Mary appears, looking and sounding
like she just escaped from the nearest
asylum, hair standing on end,

if the actors break down the language
before the audience has a chance to
experience it, the exercise is pointless.

The tendency to abstraction was a
good choice, but mere tendencies are
never fully successful in the theater.
It should have been a
decision. If ever the production drags

and there are times when it does
it is because there is "noise"

involved, elements creeping in that do
not add to the intent of the whole.

But in spite of these shortcomings,
it is an original production. It is true,
for the most part, to the spirit of
Ionesco.

Buzzelli are good as Mr. and Mrs.
Martin, especially in the mock-trag- ic

rendering of their first scene, in which
husband and wife "recognize" each
other, as if for the first time.

William Hoffmann and Eddie
Saxe's performances as Mr. Smith
and the Fire Chief are encumbered
by far-from-so- British accents. A
lot of the time it is difficult to make
out exactly what Hoffmann is saying,
and Saxe's long speech about the
head cold is almost entirely lost. It
is true that the play deals with the
breakdown of language and the
impossibility of communication, but

erful yet disturbing climax, which in
turn is a fit prelude for the inexpli-
cable line: "Speaking of that the
bald soprano?"

But Morrison's commitment to
abstraction and stylization is not as
complete as it could be. The choice
is right, but it has been taken half-
heartedly. Naturalism has been
thrown out of the window, yet
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Silence. The clock strikes 17 times.
Mrs. Smith says, "There, it's nine
o'clock."

On paper, mere farce. But in the
Lab Theatre's production of Eugene
lonesco's "The Bald .Soprano," Mrs.
Smith's announcement sends shivers
down the spine. It is a striking
introduction and conclusion the
moment occurs twice, bookending
the play to an hour of unorthodox
arid often gripping theater.

!"The Bald Soprano" is not a play,
the story it tells is not a story, and
the characters in it are not characters.
But nevertheless it is theater, and the
fact that it is relieved of the burden
of having to tell a story or represent
characters leaves it free to be nothing
more than what it is: pure theater.
Rather than absurdist, perhaps one
should call this type of theater
abstract.

: In many ways, director Debbie
Morrison's production approaches
abstraction. Often the actors' move-
ments are stylized: Mrs. Smith crosses
her living room with a walk that
suggests a cross between Queen
Nefertiti and a flamenco dancer, the
Fyre Chief and Mary the maid stand
flamingo-lik- e on one leg for a whole
minute, staring lovingly at each other
and clasping hands.

Lines are sometimes delivered in
a way that stands in direct opposition
tojtheir meaning: Mrs. Smith pro-
claims that a grocer is "a great
specialist in yogurt" as though the fact
we're either disgusting, inconceivable,
or both.

These are good choices; they
enhance the tension between verbal
meaning and action. Action and
language are contradictory, like the
Smiths' clock, which "always indi-

cates the opposite of what the hour
really is." It is a purely theatrical
effect, and it works.

'When meaning in language is
absent, or undermined to such an
extent that it is negligible, what
remains is rhythm. The production
exploits this element well, nowhere
rjiore effectively than in the addition
Morrison made to lonesco's text, in
which 13 pages of the script are
repeated, but in a reduced, acceler-
ated version, lasting no more than a
minute. The tension caused by the
quickening tempo of the lines is
doubled by a strange textual accel-
eration, as moments that previously
lasted minutes are over in a few
seconds. The action reaches a wond- -
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Harris Teeter's ground
beef is ground fresh each day
in our stores. Not prepack-
aged and delivered from a
warehouse. Plus we dbn't limit
our price per pound to a cer-
tain size package. This means
you can purchase any size
package and get the same low
price per pound. And if a
package of fresh ground beef
isn't sold the day it's ground,
we reduce the price For sale
the next day. Quality. Fresh-
ness. Convenience. Always at
Harris Teeter.
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Sealtest Tylenol
GelcapsCottage Cheese Peaches, Plums,

Nectarines
Extra

With over 300 Items in our
produce department, vou'fl
ways find a full selection of fruits
and vegetables no matter what
season of the year.

Our suppliers are located
around the country and the world
so we can insure you're getting
premium quality, fresh, nutri-

tiousfruits and vegetables that are
never out ofseason. ..Like grapes,
nectarines and plums from Chile,
kiwi from New Zealand, red or
yellow Holland peppers, fresh
Florida strawberries or ruby red
grapefruit from Texas?

Strength

50 Ct.

Opening 2nd Store Feb. 15th
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You can ect to find only pre
mhim quailrf teaiood at Harris

set.
Teeter. Whether fresh or fresh
frozen, we make wun at the time
of your purchase you're getting
the best quality seafood and the
belt value for your money. From
our own Atlantic coast to the
waters of South America, New
Zealand and the South Pacific.

j Open 7 Days A Week
I ) offer expires 22589
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Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, Feb. 25, 1989. In Chapel Hill Stores Only.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.


